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Richard, a farmer, owns some farm animals. Picture graph shows the number of animals he has 

in his farm. Use the picture graph to answer the questions.

1)  Which animal is fewest?

2)  How many goats are there?

3)  Are there more chickens or cows?

4)  Which animal counts to 2?

5) How many animals are there in the farm?
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Watson and his friends went to movie. Picture Graph shows the number of snacks bought by 

Watson in theatre. Use the picture graph to answer the questions. 

1)  How many hotdogs did he buy?

2)  Which item did he buy the most?

3)  Which two items did he buy same in the number?

4)  A cup of cola costs $2.00. How much money did 

      he spend for colas?

5)  How many items did he buy altogether?
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Answer key

1)  How many hotdogs did he buy?

2)  Which item did he buy the most?

3)  Which two items did he buy same in the number?

4)  A cup of cola costs $2.00. How much money did 

      he spend for colas?

5)  How many items did he buy altogether?
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Jason wanted his house to be painted. He asked his friends to suggest a color for walls. 

He put the information in a picture graph. Answer the questions. 

1)  Which color is the most favorite?

2)  How many friends like yellow?

3)  How many fewer votes are there for orange than blue?

4)  How many friends did he ask the suggestion?

5)  Write the names of the colors in order from the least voted to the most voted.
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